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Abstract
The increasing usage of mobile communication and the declining demand for fixed
line telephony in Europe make the analysis of substitutional effects between fixed
and mobile networks a key aspect for future telecommunication regulation. Using
a unique dataset which contains information on all 27 European Union members
from 2003 to 2009, we analyze substitutability between fixed and mobile telecommunications services in Europe by applying dynamic panel data techniques. We
find strong empirical evidence for substitution from fixed to cellular networks
throughout Europe. In addition, the article reveals resulting policy implications.
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Introduction

In the beginning of mobile telephony cellular phones were expensive and technically
immature products mainly used by business customers who profited most from ”being
mobile”. Almost every outgoing call went to a fixed phone and incoming calls were
primarily originated by fixed networks. Hence, the two technologies were seen as complements, meaning that mobile growth also strengthens fixed line networks (Vogelsang,
2010, p. 5).
After the implementation of GSM digital technology in the early 1990s mobile phones
became mass products, demand increased, and prices declined significantly (Hausman
2002; Gruber 2005). This trend changed the situation of fixed and mobile markets considerably. Figure 1 and 2 illustrate the development of the fixed and mobile markets in
terms of subscription levels and outgoing voice traffic volumes in the EU27 over time.
Figure 1: Development of fixed and mobile subscriptions (in total)
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Figure 1 shows that the number of mobile subscribers has exceeded the number of fixed
line subscriptions in the European Union since 2000. While the number of total fixed
line subscriptions stagnates at a level around 200 million users, the number of mobile
subscribers has reached 600 million adopters in 2008 and is still increasing (ITU 2010).
Furthermore, figure 2 indicates that the outgoing voice traffic volumes of the fixed and
mobile networks are converging, meaning that mobile voice traffic volumes have grown
rapidly, whereas fixed traffic volumes went down significantly. Today, the amount of
outgoing fixed and mobile voice calls are about the same size, but it is likely that the
mobile voice traffic continues to rise and excels the fixed voice traffic volumes within
the next years (EU Commission, 2010a, p. 26).
Fixed and mobile telecommunication markets are both subject to regulatory obligations (Laffont and Tirole, 2000), but the magnitude of regulation in the two markets is
quite different. Through the liberalization of telecommunications markets in Europe,
the former state owned telecommunications companies were (partially) privatized and
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Figure 2: Development of fixed and mobile outgoing voice traffic (in million of minutes)
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new competitors were allowed to enter the markets who had to use the incumbent’s
infrastructure (Cave and Prosperetti, 2001) due to bottleneck issues. Therefore, fixed
telephony markets are regulated to a large extent. In contrast, competition in mobile
communication markets was fiercer from its very beginning (Haucap, 2003). Hence,
regulation in cellular markets is less restrictive.
The observations of the telecommunications markets in Europe described above lead
to the question whether fixed and mobile phones should still be seen as complements
or rather as substitutes. If the two technologies were substitutes, different regulatory
arrangements would be hard to justify and the delineation of separate fixed line and
mobile electronic communications markets prescribed in the regulatory framework in
Europe might be no longer appropriate. Additionally, new regulatory questions would
arise: How should a company be treated that exhibits significant market power in fixed
line telecommunications, but not in mobile communications? What would be the adequate market definition for antitrust and regulation cases?
Although we observe that fixed line and mobile telephony are converging and becoming
closer substitutes, the number of econometric studies has been rather limited. Some
first evidence that fixed-mobile substitution is increasing has been provided by Yoon
and Song (2003) and Ahn, Lee, and Kim (2004) for Korea and by Rodini, Ward, and
Woroch (2003) and Ward and Woroch (2004, 2010) for the USA, by Vagliasindi, Güney,
and Taubman (2006) for Eastern Europe, by Heimeshoff (2008) for 30 OECD countries,
and by Briglauer, Schwarz, and Zulehner (2009) for Austria. However, there is virtually
no econometric paper analyzing fixed-mobile substitution in a multiple EU countries
setting. Furthermore, there is hardly any study using recent data, particularly after
2003.
This paper analyzes the demand for telecommunications services in the member states
of the European Union on the subscriber level. Using a data set which comprises information on all 27 EU countries for the time period from 2003 to 2009, we analyze
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whether fixed and mobile telecommunications are characterized by a substitutional
relationship or not. The main sources of data include the Teligen Reports on Telecoms Price Developments, the Progress Reports on Single European Electronic Communications Markets, the World Development Indicators (WDI), and the ITU World
Telecommunication Indicators Database. Our paper is organized as follows: The next
section provides an overview of the empirical studies related to fixed-mobile substitution. Afterwards, the data set used in our empirical study and the econometric
approach with respect to panel data are described. The following section 3.3 discusses
the main findings and section 4 concludes.
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Review of the related literature

Although the analysis of fixed-mobile substitution (FMS) is mainly an empirical question, the related econometric literature is not very extensive. Studies merely exist for
South Korea, the USA, Portugal, the UK, and some African and Eastern European
countries. In addition, recent papers address FMS in India, Austria, and the OECD
countries. The following table provides an overview of the existing empirical literature.
Table 1: Empirical Literature on Fixed-Mobile Substitution
Authors
Sung, Kim, and Lee (2000)
Yoon and Song (2003)
Sung (2003)
Ahn, Lee, and Kim (2004)
Rodini, Ward, and Woroch (2003)
Ward and Woroch (2004)
Ingraham and Sidak (2004)
Ward and Woroch (2010)
Gruber and Verboven (2001)
Barros and Cadima (2002)
Horvath and Maldoom (2002)
Madden and Coble-Neal (2004)
Hamilton (2003)
Garbacz and Thompson (2007)
Vagliasindi, Güney, and Taubman (2006)
Heimeshoff (2008)
Narayana (2008)
Briglauer, Schwarz, and Zulehner (2009)

Country
South Korea
South Korea
South Korea
South Korea
USA
USA
USA
USA
140 countries
Portugal
UK
56 countries
Africa (23 countries)
53 LDC
Eastern Europe
OECD (30 countries)
India
Austria

Period
1991-1998
1997-2002
1993-1997
1996-2002
2000-2001
1999-2001
1999-2001
1999-2001
1981-1995
1981-1999
1999-2001
1995-2000
1985-1997
1996-2003
2002
1990-2003
2003
2002-2007

Using panel data for the period 1991-1998 for 8 South Korean provinces, Sung, Kim,
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and Lee (2000) find that a 1% increase in the number of mobile phones results in a
0.1-0.2% reduction of fixed line connections. Thus, they conclude that fixed and mobile
telephones are substitutes on Korean telecommunications markets. In more detail, the
number of mobile subscribers is positively related with the number of fixed line disconnections, but negatively related to the number of new fixed line connections, which
suggests net substitution between fixed and mobile services. Yoon and Song (2003)
study fixed-mobile substitution in South Korea by analyzing monthly traffic and revenue data from 1997 to 2002. They find that fixed and mobile calls are substitutes
and fixed-mobile convergence can be observed in South Korea as in other states of the
world. Sung (2003) reports that mobile calls are substitutes for fixed line toll calls by
using Korean regional panel data for 1993-1997. Using traffic data from 1996 to 2002
for South Korean telecommunications markets, Ahn, Lee, and Kim (2004) approve
these results.
Rodini, Ward, and Woroch (2003), Ward and Woroch (2004), Ingraham and Sidak
(2004), and Ward and Woroch (2010) prove the existence of substitutability between
fixed and mobile networks in the USA by using the same US survey data for the time
period 1999 to 2001. Rodini, Ward, and Woroch (2003) analyze the substitutability
between fixed and mobile access in the USA modeling the consumers wireless and second fixed line subscription decision (with logit regressions). They estimate own and
cross-price elasticities finding substitution effects. Ward and Woroch (2004) report
comparable effects applying the Almost Ideal Demand System-Model (AIDS) (Deaton
and Muellbauer, 1989, p. 75-80). They conclude that mobile services are substitutes
for fixed line usage at the usage level, but not at the access level. It should be noted
that they only find a moderate degree of substitutability and further empirical evidence
is needed to strengthen this hypotheses. Ingraham and Sidak (2004) analyze the effect
of long-distance fixed line call prices on mobile demand and report a small, but highly
significant cross-elasticity of +0.022 adopting least squares and 2SLS regression. Ward
and Woroch (2010) estimate cross-price elasticities between fixed and mobile subscription by making use of US low-income subsidy programs (Lifeline Assistance) which
cause large changes in the fixed line prices. Although they use the identical US survey
data, the elasticities found are larger than those for second lines in Rodini et al.(2003).
Due to their ability of generating more price variation by the incorporation of subsidy
programs, they are able to estimate demand relationships.
Gruber and Verboven (2001) infer from their study, comprising data of 140 countries
from 1981-1995, that the diffusion of mobile phones tends to be larger in countries with
higher fixed network penetration. Therefore, they conclude that the two technologies
are complements. Barros and Cadima (2002) analyze time series data on fixed and
mobile access in Portugal from 1981 until 1999. They identify a negative effect of
mobile phone diffusion on fixed line penetration rates, but none vice versa. Horvath
and Maldoom (2002) study survey data on over 7,000 British telephone users (repeated
cross section in three waves: 1999, 2000, 2001) in a simultaneous equations model and
additionally estimate some probit regressions. They prove that using mobile phones
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decreases fixed line usage significantly. Their findings support the conclusion that fixed
and mobile phones are substitutes in British telecommunications markets. Madden and
Coble-Neal (2004) examine FMS in 56 countries between 1995-2000 in a dynamic demand model and assess significant substitution effects between mobile and fixed line
subscription rates.
Hamilton (2003) uses annual data from 1985-1997 representing 23 African countries.
The econometric study shows that fixed and mobile phones in many African countries
are still no substitutes. Hamilton argues that the usage of mobile phones does not
reduce fixed-line usage, but is primarily an improvement in social status. Compared
to studies concentrating on developed countries, these results are not surprising, because in countries that lack an extensive fixed-line infrastructure, like many African
and other low developed countries, mobile phone usage is often a result of a lack of
supply. In such cases mobile phones are often the only means of access to a telephone.
Vagliasindi, Güney, and Taubman (2006) observe substitutional relationships between
fixed and mobile services for Eastern European countries using cross section data for
several countries in 2002. In contrast to the other studies, the authors use cross section
instead of panel data and cannot control for unobserved heterogeneity. Garbacz and
Thompson (2007) analyze FMS in 53 low developed countries (LDC) finding asymmetric substitutional effects. Fixed connections tend to be substitutes in the mobile
market, whereas mobile phones might be complements in the fixed line market. Overall, investigating substitutional effects between fixed and mobile services in transition
countries is always difficult as the low quality of fixed networks in these countries often
does not allow fixed-mobile substitution. Instead, mobile phones are often the only
possibility to receive access to telecommunications.
Heimeshoff (2008) studies FMS on the access level and estimates cross-price elasticities
in 30 OECD countries between 1990 and 2003 by using IV estimation. Possible endogeneity problems are solved by instrumenting fixed and mobile prices and the variable
measuring market structure with instrumental variables related to costs and policy
indicators. Some sort of one-way substitution is found, i.e. mobile telephony can be a
substitute to fixed line services, but not vice versa.
FMS on the subscription level in India is analyzed by Narayana (2008) using cross
sectional survey data for 2003. He includes subscription prices as well as usage prices
as explanatory variables in his regression and finds that both prices are correlated
and that the usage price has, in comparison to the subscription price, a much larger
and more significant effect on the mobile and fixed line subscription. Narayana finds
much stronger substitutional effects in both directions than other studies, but uses only
cross-sectional data for 2003 and therefore cannot control for unobserved heterogeneity. Employing monthly data on call minutes and taking average revenues per minute
as price data, Briglauer, Schwarz, and Zulehner (2009) estimate short- and long-run
cross-price elasticities for fixed line domestic calling in response to mobile price changes
in Austria for 2002 to 2007. While they observe small and sometimes insignificant estimates for short-run elasticities, their results for long-run cross-price elasticities suggest
5

strong substitution effects.
Beside these econometric studies, some papers of European regulators also discuss the
issue of fixed-mobile substitution. Griffith and Dobardziev (2003) conclude for the
Netherlands that there already exists some degree of substitutability and this process
will proceed as mobile call prices will continue to fall. For Germany, Wengler and
Schäfer (2003) evaluate the findings of a telephone survey consisting of 1691 persons
(first wave), 2014 persons (second wave) and 101 persons (third wave) collected in
March and April 2003. They only observe a very moderate tendency for fixed-mobile
substitution in Germany in 2003 and most of the survey participants argue that they
do not substitute between their fixed- and mobile phones. As a consequence, there is
no clear empirical evidence which kind of relationship holds between fixed and mobile
telephony. It can be concluded that there is to the best of our knowledge no empirical
study on the subscription level which uses recent data, i.e. data after 2003. It is likely
that the substitutional effects of fixed-mobile substitution are much larger nowadays,
e.g. due to further price reductions in mobile markets. In addition, it should be noted
that there is no multiple country study focusing on fixed-mobile substitution in all
27 EU countries. The following sections provide an overview of the data set and the
applied econometric approach of our empirical study.

3

Empirical Specification

3.1

Data

Our data is obtained from the following resources: the Teligen Reports on Telecoms
Price Developments, the Progress Reports on Single European Electronic Communications Markets, the ITU World Telecommunications Indicators Database, and the
World Development Indicators (WDI). Additionally, the MTR Snapshots of BEREC
are used. We analyze substitutional effects on private access level in all EU member
states1 from 2003-2009. Table 2 illustrates the descriptive statistics for all variables
used. F ixsub describes the number of total fixed line subscribers, whereas mobsub
comprises the number of mobile subscribers in an EU27 country including prepaid as
well as postpaid subscriptions. Pmob represents the average mobile price per call for a
given user calculated by using the OECD/Teligen baskets of mobile telephony2 . Pf ix
is the average fixed line price per call constructed by using the residential composite
OECD basket (2000 version)3 . Internetsub describes the number of fixed line Internet subscribers (all technologies) and mtr the mobile termination rates. The control
variable gdppc refers to the GDP per capita. P op measures population in a specific
1

During the regarded time period new members entered the European Union. Until 2004, the
EU consisted of 15 members. In 2004, the EU was enlarged to 25 members. In 2007, Bulgaria and
Romania joint the EU.
2
See appendix for detailed information
3
See appendix for detailed information
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics
Variable
f ixsub
gdppc
Internetsub
mobsub
mtr
pf ix
pmoblow
pmobmed
pmobhigh
percprepaid
percurban
pop
time

Obs.
189
189
178
189
185
188
171
171
171
187
189
189
189

Mean
8,623,152
21,735
3,895,888
19,000,000
0.1272
0.3573
0.5042
0.3885
0.3386
0.5554
71.2821
18,200,000
4

Std. Dev.
12,900,000
12,313.70
6,016,454
24,900,000
0.0664
0.0998
0.2339
0.1583
0.1462
0.1911
12.0313
22,600,000
2.0053

Min
202,116
63.2747
47,011
289,992
0.0218
0.1935
0.0574
0.1008
0.0827
0.0250
48.30
397,399
1

Max
54,800,000
69,334.23
34,400,000
106,000,000
0.3829
0.6738
1.1147
0.7757
0.7215
0.9301
97.38
82,400,000
7

country. P ercurban depicts the percentage of the population which lives in urban areas
and percprepaid describes the percentage of prepaid contracts. T ime is a linear time
trend. The time trend can be interpreted as a constant upgrade in the service quality,
the increase in the availability of services, and the enhanced network performance as
well as decreasing prices (see Grzybowski, 2005). All price variables (pmob , pf ix , mtr,
gdppc ) and the subscription variables mobsub and f ixsub are measured in logarithms in
order to interpret them as elasticities. Additionally, all price variables are measured in
Euro adjusted by purchasing power parities to add in international comparison. The
following subsection explains our model specification.

3.2

Model

Fixed-mobile substitution can be analyzed on three different levels: subscribers, traffic,
and revenues (ITU, 2010). To analyze the substitutability between products, usually
short- and long-run elasticities are estimated (Taylor, 1994). Such studies belong to
the traffic or usage level. However, there is no separate information about traffic data
for fixed-line telecommunications available for most European countries. Instead, we
estimate the effects of several explanatory variables, particularly prices and the first lag
of the dependent variable, on the stocks of mobile and fixed line subscriptions. Taking
the panel structure of our data into account, we can derive two adequate specifications.
Equation (1) and equation (2) study the effects of certain variables on the mobile and
fixed line subscription rate, respectively.
mobsubit = αit + β1 mobsubit−1 + β2 pmobit + β3 pmobit−1 + β4 pf ixit−1 +

7

X

βk xitk + it (1)

We expect mobsubit−1 to have a positive influence on the current mobile subscription
rate for the simple reason that if there were more subscribers yesterday, there will be
more subscribers today. Including the first lag of the dependent variable is one way to
model the persistence in the subscriber series. We assume that the mobile subscription
rate today depends on the current mobile price and its first lag due to different tariff
structures in terms of contract durations and subscription fees. Several mobile tariffs
include contract durations. Therefore, it is reasonable that a cancellation of a contract
as a response to a (relative) price change is delayed. Furthermore, other tariffs do not
include a contract duration or monthly subscription fee. Thus, the current price does
also influence the current level of the mobile subscription rate due to the possibility of
a quick cancellation or the conclusion of a second contract. Both own-price elasticities
are supposed to have a negative impact on the mobile subscription rate, meaning that
an increase in the own price leads to a decrease in the number of subscribers. In
order to find substitutional effects, the fixed line price must have a positive effect on
mobsub . We employ the first lag of the fixed line price, as we assume that fixed to
mobile substitution on access level can be seen as a quite slow process due to contract
durations and relatively high monthly subscription fees. Hence, it will not dependent
on the current price, but on the former fixed line price. The term xit,k includes all
additional explanatory variables such as GDP, the population size, fixed line Internet
subscribers, percentage of urban population and prepaid users. it is an error term and
α and the βs are parameters to be estimated.
Checking for reverse substitution effects, i.e. from mobile towards fixed line networks,
we re-estimate equation (1) by replacing the variable mobsub with f ixsub . Although it
is possible to find substitutability towards fixed technologies, we have to keep in mind
that fixed line phones can never be a full substitute for mobile devices due to its lack
of mobility. In addition to that, the conclusion of a fixed line contract is more binding
since contracts without subscription fee and contract duration in fixed line markets
rarely exist and individuals will not have more than one contract. Thus, we assume
that the fixed line subscription does not depend on the current own price, but on the
former fixed line price. Again, to find substitution effects from mobile towards fixed
line networks, we need to find positive cross price elasticities. We include the current
mobile price as well as the lagged mobile price. Since we argue that people will only
have one fixed line contract, the conclusion of a new fixed line contract will only be
done by former mobile-only consumers.
f ixsubit = αit + β1 f ixsubit−1 + β2 pf ixit−1 + β3 pmobit + β4 pmobit−1 +

X

βk xitk + it

(2)

We expect f ixsubit−1 to have a positive influence on current fixed line subscription rates
for the simple reason that if there were more fixed line subscribers yesterday, there will
be more subscribers today. Again, this is the persistence argument which also holds
for the mobile subscribers series. We suppose that the own price elasticity is negative.
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In order to find substitutional effects, the mobile prices must have a positive effect on
f ixsub . The term xit,k again includes all additional explanatory variables such as GDP,
the population size, fixed line Internet subscribers, percentage of urban population and
prepaid users. it is an error term and α and the βs are parameters to be estimated.
Controlling for unobserved heterogeneity and endogeneity problems due to our dynamic
setup, we apply the one-step System GMM estimator suggested by Arellano and Bover
(1995), Blundell and Bond (1998), and Blundell, Bond and Windmeijer (1998), which
is an extension of the estimator developed by Arellano and Bond (1991). In addition
to the inclusion of lagged levels and differences of dependent variables as instruments
for our lagged dependent and endogenous variables, we also incorporate further instruments to solve possible endogeneity problems. We restrict the maximal number
of lags to two. It is well known from the econometrics literature that Arellano-Bond
type estimators perform relatively poor in small samples. Following Blundell, Bond
and Windmeijer (1998), including additional moment conditions helps significantly to
overcome the finite sample bias. Additionally, we apply the system GMM estimator
which does not only improve the precision but also reduces the finite sample bias problem. The good performance of system GMM estimators in finite sample settings is also
confirmed by recent simulation studies (see Soto, 2010). The following section provides
our main estimation results as well as their interpretation.

3.3

Empirical Results

In order to solve possible endogeneity problems, we instrument the fixed and mobile
call prices with termination rates. Termination rates are an important (variable) cost
factor for the mobile operators which occur particularly for off-net calls. The national
regulatory authorities in each country determine the termination charges which can
therefore be considered as exogenous. We include the current termination rates as well
as their first lag. As the mobile termination rates and the fixed to mobile termination
rates are highly correlated (ρ = 0.9640), we decide to include only the mobile termination rates due to multicollinearity problems. Table 3 illustrates our results.4 For the
regression on mobile subscriptions (equation(1)), we identify statistically significant
effects at a 5% or higher significance level from the first lag of mobile subscription,
mobile price, fixed line price, GDP per capita and population. All significant variables
have the expected signs. The lag of mobile subscription has a large positive effect on
the current mobile subscription which is significant at a 1% significance level. The own
price elasticity is negative as expected. An increase in the price for fixed line calls leads
to an increase in mobile subscriptions. One should note that this finding is an indicator
of fixed-mobile substitution on the subscribers stage. In addition, GDP per capita and
population have a significantly positive effect on mobile subscription. For the regres4

Due to multicollinearity problems, we can not include all 3 mobile call prices into our regression.
Instead, we use the mobile call price for low users because of its larger variation. But, we also estimated
our model including the medium or high usage price. The results are reported in the appendix.
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sion on fixed line subscriptions (equation (2)), we only find significant effects for the
first lag of fixed line subscription and its own price, both on a 1% significance level.
Overall, our findings provide evidence for one way substitution. One can substitute a
fixed line phone by a mobile phone, but mobile phones are only partially substitutable
by fixed line phones, because of the lack of mobility.
Table 3: Estimation results
Variable
L.mobsub
L.f ixsub
L.pf ix
pmob
L.pmob
gdppc
pop
Internetsub
percprepaid
percurban
time
cons
chi2
N

M obsub
F ixsub
0.90406332***
(0.03857423)
0.95614868***
(0.02651844)
0.21943251** -0.1513134***
(0.08585894)
(0.05694015)
-0.18811154** -0.00572605
(0.07957112)
(0.03040544)
0.0768033*
0.01541349
(0.04247512)
(0.0309646)
0.02893353** 0.0052431
(0.01125498)
(0.00634929)
9.42E-09**
3.47E-09
(4.28E-09)
(2.88E-09)
-8.96E-09
-1.64E-09
(8.25E-09)
(4.15E-09)
-0.05193406
0.03241309
(0.12211955)
(0.06414689)
-0.00161235
-0.00084762
(0.00273093)
(0.00146437)
-0.02176601*
-0.00072381
(0.01215094)
(0.00374764)
1.5660089**
0.42547371
(0.66546736)
(0.45964851)
1634.5807
9910.0159
134
134

∗,∗∗,∗ ∗ ∗ indicate statistically significant on the 10%-, 5%-, and 1%-level
Heteroscedasticity robust standard errors in parenthesis
Endogenous variables: L.mobsub , L.f ixsub , pf ix , pmob
Instrumental variables: lmtrppp , L.lmtrppp
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In addition, we run different specification tests. First of all, we apply the Arellano-Bond
test for zero autocorrelation in first-differenced errors. We find first order autocorrelation5 , but no second order autocorrelation in both regressions. The results are reported
in the following table 4. Furthermore, the Sargan test indicates the validity of our specifications (Table 5). The following section concludes and provides some discussion of
policy implications.
Table 4: Arellano-Bond test for zero autocorrelation in first-differenced errors
Equation (1)
Equation (2)
Order z
P rob > z z
P rob > z
1
-1.6747 0.094
-1.8353 0.0665
-0.46013 0.6454
-0.58787 0.5566
2
H0: no autocorrelation

Table 5: Sargan test of overidentifying restrictions
Equation(1) Equation(2)
chi2(32)
30.89205
38.33781
P rob > chi2 0.5225
0.3206
H0: overidentifying restrictions are valid

4

Conclusion and Policy Implications

Our paper has analyzed fixed-mobile substitution on the basis of the relationship between fixed and mobile subscriptions in the European Union. The main problem in
studying fixed-mobile substitution and mobile phone usage in most European Union
countries is the unavailability of traffic data disaggregated for fixed line telecommunications services. To avoid these difficulties we have used the numbers of fixed and
mobile subscriptions in each country and have estimated effects of price changes of
the respectively other product on fixed and mobile penetration rates. Studying 27 EU
countries from 2004-2009, we find first evidence for substitutability of fixed and mobile
services, but have some problems of endogeneity in our econometric model which are
solved by instrumenting prices with termination rates. However, one has to note that
5

Because the first difference of independently and identically distributed idiosyncratic errors will be
autocorrelated, rejecting the null hypothesis of no serial correlation at order one in the first-differenced
errors does not imply that the model is misspecified. Rejecting the null hypothesis at higher orders
implies that the moment conditions are not valid.
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we only prove some sort of one-way-substitution, because cellular phones usually can
not be substituted completely by fixed line devices.
With regard to regulation of telecommunications markets fixed-mobile substitutability has a wide ranging impact. Most mobile telecommunications markets in Europe
are not very strongly regulated, an observation which holds for most parts of the
world (Nuechterlein and Weiser, 2005: 261). Exceptions are issues like mobile number
portability, mobile termination rates, and international roaming. In contrast, fixed
telecommunications markets are subject to considerable regulatory obligations. These
different approaches have been quite reasonable when mobile communications services
were very expensive and only available for a small number of customers. Today decreasing prices and the growing substitution between fixed and mobile services raise
the question whether two different regulatory regimes for fixed and mobile markets are
still appropriate. Consider the verification of significant market power. If fixed and
mobile services are substitutes, it is not sufficient that a telecommunications company
has significant market power (or a main share of the market) in the market for fixed line
services because customers use mobile services as substitutes to the company’s fixed
line services and are not constrained to fixed line telephony. As a result, it would be
difficult to appropriate rents as a consequence of significant market power in fixed or
mobile markets only. If the evolution of usage patterns suggests that mobile telecommunications services constrain fixed line companies’ market power, regulatory obligations on fixed telephony markets have to be reconsidered (Rodini, Ward, and Woroch,
2003, p.475). In conjunction with these developments the suitability of the definition
of separate fixed and mobile markets in the current European regulatory framework
may need to be reconsidered for future telecommunications regulation. On the other
hand, there are other aspects besides the convergence of fixed and mobile networks,
which will affect the development of telecommunications markets fundamentally. One
of these aspects is the market success of voice telephony over Internet protocol (VoIP)
(Majumdar, Vogelsang, and Cave, 2005). If VoIP becomes the industry standard for
voice telephony, services of classical fixed and mobile networks could be substituted
by VoIP and different forms of networks will converge. An interesting subject for future research is the impact of increasing availability as well as quality and security
of VoIP on the number of fixed and mobile subscriptions. In Germany as well as in
other European countries the availability of appropriate data is always problematic.
In transition or developing countries the situation is very different as a result of the
poor fixed line infrastructure and the corresponding low growth rates. Growth rates of
mobile communications are much higher than growth rates of fixed networks in these
countries. As a consequence, we will observe other forms of network convergence than
in developed countries. The future development and regulation of telecommunications
markets will remain an important field of research, particularly because of technological change which will be a key aspect for fixed-mobile substitution and the meaning
of telecommunications for economic growth and development (Munnell, 1992; Norton,
1992; Röller and Waverman, 2001).
12
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Appendix
Table 6: Member States of the European Union
Country
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy

Period
2003-2009
2003-2009
2007-2009
2004-2009
2004-2009
2003-2009
2004-2009
2003-2009
2003-2009
2003-2009
2003-2009
2004-2009
2003-2009
2003-2009
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Country
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
UK

Period
2004-2009
2004-2009
2003-2009
2004-2009
2003-2009
2004-2009
2003-2009
2007-2009
2004-2009
2004-2009
2003-2009
2003-2009
2003-2009

Table 7: Description of the variables used
Variable
f ixsub
gdppc
Internetsub
mobsub
mtr
pf ix
pmob
percprepaid
percurban
pop
time

Description of variables
Total number of fixed line subscribers
GDP per capita in Euro
Total number of Internet subscribers
Total number of mobile subscribers (prepaid + postpaid)
Mobile termination rates in Euro
Price of an average fixed line call (in Euro)
Price of an average mobile call (in Euro)
Percentage of prepaid contracts in relation to all mobile contracts
Percentage of urban population
Population
Linear time trend

Methodology of the Teligen/OECD Price Baskets
Combining a certain usage profile with relevant tariffs, each Teligen/OECD price basket
describes a theoretical user based on research supported by operators in a large number
of OECD countries to enable international comparisons. Note that none of the OECD
baskets describe the typical usage as found in any specific country, and should not be
assumed to describe any average usage in any country. The Teligen/OECD baskets
show the costs of a theoretical user, if this user uses any of the tariffs included in the
analysis. This does not indicate that the basket usage is optimal for any country, or
that the related costs are the lowest possible costs for a real user in a specific country.
Calls are distributed between peak and off-peak times and based on an average call
duration.
Table 8: Main Properties of the Residential Composite Basket (Version 2000)
National calls
Residential basket 1200

International calls Calls to mobile
72
120

Table 9: Main Properties of the Mobile Baskets (Version 2002)
Outgoing calls/month SMS per month To Mobile
Low
25
30
58%
Medium 75
35
64%
High
150
42
60%
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To Fix
32%
36%
40%

Table 10: Pairwise Correlation between variables

pf ix
pmob
gdppc
time
pop
Internetsub
percprepaid
percurban
pop
Internetsub
percprepaid
percurban

pf ix
1.0000
0.3374*
-0.4154*
-0.0113
-0.0614
-0.1664*
0.2987*
-0.3086*
pop
1.0000
0.9099*
0.0690
0.1392

pmob

gdppc

time

1.0000
-0.2078*
-0.3454*
0.3360*
0.2413*
0.4135*
-0.0007
Internetsub

1.0000
0.1985*
0.1702*
0.2195*
-0.0038
0.4995*
percprepaid

1.0000
0.0055
0.0734
-0.1312
0.0246
percurban

1.0000
0.0451
0.2411*

1.0000
0.0282

1.0000

* significant on 5% level or higher

Table 11: Correlation between fixed and mobile prices and mobile termination rates
pmob
L.pmob
L.pf ix
mtr
0.6098* 0.5955* 0.6109*
L.mtr 0.5748* 0.5867* 0.5883*
* significant on 5% level or higher
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Table 12: Empirical Results for EQ(1) with different mobile prices
Variable
pmob
L.mobsub
L.pf ix
pmob
L.pmob
gdppc
pop
Internetsub
percprepaid
percurban
time
cons
chi2
N

M obsub
Low Usage
Medium usage
.90406332*** .917798***
.03857423
.04340917
.21943251** .19531558***
.08585894
.06333204
-.18811154** -.04213585
.07957112
.05133153
.0768033*
.04347749
.04247512
.04139337
.02893353** .01432327*
.01125498
.0080348
9.420e-09**
7.725e-09*
4.28E-09
4.46E-09
-8.96E-09
-1.19E-08
8.25E-09
7.66E-09
-.05193406
-.07919797
.12211955
.17196651
-.00161235
.00078189
.00273093
.00246251
-.02176601*
-.00795675
.01215094
.01153517
1.5660089** 1.3838747**
.66546736
.69869463
1634.5807
2496.0882
134
134

High usage
.94715733***
.04035901
.17552183***
.05927563
-.03758909
.056532
.0628123
.04210423
.01523006*
.00869294
6.22E-09
4.20E-09
-1.110e-08*
6.63E-09
-.09384292
.16590565
.00142182
.00219327
-.00903996
.00918919
.90394637
.63030679
4976.301
134

∗,∗∗,∗ ∗ ∗ indicate statistically significant on the 10%-, 5%-, and 1%-level
Heteroscedasticity robust standard errors in parenthesis
Endogenous variables: L.mobsub , L.f ixsub , pf ix , pmob
Instrumental variables: lmtrppp , L.lmtrppp
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